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Hendrick Honda in Bradenton, Florida, is a successful Honda dealership but wasn’t 
operating at its full potential. HHB contacted STRONG to analyze the situation and 
recommend and implement a cohesive marketing program to help take them to the 
next level. 

The �rst thing STRONG did was research the potential 
in the market with their proprietary CAPTURE Study. 
Rather than relying on just the market master data, 
CAPTURE identi�ed the best geography for potential 
prospects (Killbox) regardless of their location in the 
market.

Secondly, STRONG took an inventory of all HHB digital 
activities including but not exclusive to SEM, SEO, and 
website continuity and digital creative.

Lastly, STRONG analyzed spending to determine if 
there was adequate budget to be successful. The 
problem with digital is that dealers are constantly 
being sold every bright new shiny object that comes 
down the road.

CAPTURE told us that HHB was not directing marketing 
e�orts into key areas. The �rst thing STRONG did was to 
tailor the digital marketing into high propensity zip 
codes and adjust the Adword criteria to target the best 
Honda prospects.

STRONG’s digital evaluation uncovered a “too much for 
too little” strategy. Instead of optimizing impressions 
which created immediate tra�c to the website, HHB 
employed a method of trying to do too much deviating 
from the goal of generating tra�c and converting leads.

Finally, the creative review found that no one source was 
controlling creative for the digital marketing. SEO page 
design came from one source; targeting and retargeting 
came from another source; and email communications 
came from another.

17%
AND overall budgets
were reduced.

RESULTS
Adjust marketing area to re�ect greatest
opportunity (CAPTURE Killbox)

Compress digital activities to a PPC and SEO
focus to optimize impressions & conversions

Take control of creative – your marketing works
harder when it works in harmony with each other
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With the 
implementation of 

our comprehensive 
plan, sales increased


